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Elisabeth Andersen . . .  
 
"By cleansing and nourishing my body with the Isagenix Nutritional Cleansing & Fat Burning System ~                    
 I beat the battle of the midlife bulge!" 
 
Over 3 years ago, I was stuck at the weight I was before I delivered my first child, in spite of using a variety of different 
diets, weight loss products, and exercise.  I kept injuring myself and my joints were giving me a lot of trouble.  I often felt 
nameless cravings and was overwhelmed by evening. 
 
Then a friend introduced me to the remarkable Isagenix Nutritional Cleansing Technology that CLEANSES and 
NOURISHES the body on the inside WITH NO HARSH STIMULANTS, NO MA HUANG, NO EPHEDRA, and NO   
ADDED CAFFEINE.  
 
As a result, in my first 9-days I RELEASED AN INCREDIBLE 9 POUNDS, 4.5 inches off my waist and 1.75 inches off my 
hips. I had energy, felt great, and didn't feel hungry at all.  In 7 WEEKS, I WAS DOWN 17 POUNDS . . . 7 inches off my 
waist and 3.25 inches off my hips !  I went from size 14 to a 6 in 6 months. I hadn't been size 6 since I was in college.   
I was able to go back to playing racquetball, and the nameless cravings were gone. I feel relaxed and in control of my 
life again. 
 
Darian Andersen . . .  
 
I work as a business attorney to earn my living. Together with my wife Elisabeth and son Nate I’m creating time and 
financial freedom part-time ~ building our Isagenix International Business. 
 
I improved my health so much using the Isagenix Nutritional Cleansing Products that my life insurance company doubled 
my coverage and extended it 15 years for the same premium ! 
 
As a business attorney, I counsel people in business to have a leveraged residual income. Isagenix is clearly the best 
leveraged residual income opportunity I have seen. 
 
We are absolutely exploding ~ we just opened Hong Kong.  We are really excited about being a part of this company ! 
 
Elisabeth and Darian Andersen 
Oklahoma  

Elisabeth and Darian Andersen Hall of Fame Member  #155 

Weight-loss results may vary. In a recent study, participants averaged a weight loss of  7 pounds at the completion of their first Isagenix 9 Day Program. Always consult your 
physician before making any dietary changes or starting any nutrition, weight or exercise program. 
 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
Earning levels for Isagenix Independent Associates that appear in this publication should not be construed as representative of fixed or typical income earned with an Isagenix 
business, nor are they intended to represent that other Associates will eventually achieve the same level of income.  Income level achievements are dependent upon the  
individual Associate's business skills, personal ambition, time, commitment, activity and demographic factors. 


